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LATE SUMMER is upon us again. For
most of us this means working in
sweltering heat and suffering rainy
weekends, but for the children of the
nation it means that the best six weeks
of the year are drawing to a close.

This is traditionally the time when
parents are making sure that their child
has all the clothing and equipment
that they’ll need for a new school year.
It’s a time when university freshmen
enjoy a period of unprecedented access

to their parents’ credit account before
leaving home for the first time, and for
these reasons, the back to school
period is a time that offers retailers a
valuable boost to sales. 

“The back to school promotional
market offers retailers a fantastic
opportunity to maximise sales of
education software during this key
period,” says Avanquest’s marketing
manager Debbie Hives. “The overall
category is huge, covering everything

from back to school essentials like
pens, pencils and clothing to books,
toys, games, software and so on. With
massive in-store promotional activity
across multiple categories, store traffic
increases dramatically, along with a
parent’s propensity to spend.”

“The back to school market has
historically been a great period for sales
and promotions,” concurs Koch
Media’s head of software sales Joanna
Kemp. “It’s a busy time of the year
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The back to school period offers a sales boost for retailers in sectors that usually see slow but steady
trade for the rest of the year. Matt Grainger takes a look at the children’s educational software market
and talks to some of its key players…

Teaching Programme

[ ]MICROSOFT OFFICE HOME AND STUDENT 2007
SRP: £99.99
Ingram Micro, VIP

Microsoft Office Home and Student markets itself as
the perfect software suite for students looking to do
their homework and coursework. The suite includes
Excel, OneNote, PowerPoint plus Word and, for
peace of mind, the software is protected by the
improved automatic document recovery tool, just in
case the PC crashes or goes down.
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where retailers always maximise in-store
and online presence with key titles and
it gives publishers a large pre-peak sales
boost. This is one of the key times of
the year for sales – aside from Easter
and the annual Christmas peak. Back
to school is a major sales time for all
publishers.”

Focus Multimedia’s PR and
marketing manager Grant Hughes
adds: “Back to school and Easter are
the key promotional periods for

educational software. Many of our
retail partners already find that
educational software fits in well with
their existing back to school

promotions. Educational software isn’t
always thought of as a gifting purchase,
but we do typically see a marked sales
increase in December too.”

Due to its consistent sales all year
round, the children’s educational
market is often described as an
evergreen market, and it is also unique
in that it is blessed with a constantly
self-refreshing consumer base. 

The education system is something
that every citizen of this country passes
through and so with each passing year,
a new segment of the population arises
to demand these products.
Even better news for IT

[ ]NORTON 360
SRP: £51.06
Ingram Micro

Norton 360 3.0 delivers a fast and light all-in-one solution for protecting
your PC and all your online activities. It protects against viruses, worms,
hackers, and botnets, safeguards against online identity theft, secures
important files, and keeps your PC tuned and running at peak performance. 

[ ]
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FUN4KIDS LEARN RECORDER
SRP: £8.50
Interactive Ideas

Fun 4 Kidz Recorder is a simple
way for children to learn how to
play the recorder. Designed with
Key Stage 2 students in mind, it
features playing tips and an
introduction to musical notes, plus
a complete history of the
instrument. There is also a music
creator feature, enabling students
to write their own songs and then
play them back and watch how
each note is created.

[ ]MINDSCAPE MATHS TRAINER
SRP: £9.78
Interactive Ideas

Maths Trainer is an enjoyable way
for players to test maths ability.
Number skills will be challenged
using specially designed exercises
that will improve mental arithmetic
at work, school or during a daily
routine. The software features 12
activities, eight daily tests and four
bonus games.

[ ]LETTS GCSE MEGA PACK
SRP: £34.99
Interactive Ideas

Guaranteed to help students achieve the best grade possible in all
key GCSE subjects. Designed to make revising enjoyable and
effective, this software is simple and quick to use and packed full of
progress checks to test your knowledge. It also contains useful
exam tips and advice.

[ ]NORTON INTERNET SECURITY
SRP: £42.54

Ingram Micro

Norton Internet Security 2009 protects against all types of online threats. It
safeguards your computer, identity, and home network without slowing a

computer down. Norton claims that its ‘Pulse Updates’ every 5 to 15 minutes
deliver the latest updates faster than any other security software.



retailers is that the PC
remains the platform of

choice for those in education.
“Every child uses a computer at

school and the PC is still the most
popular learning and revision tool in
the home,” remarks Hughes. “Our own
range of educational PC software taps
into this market by helping parents to
improve their children’s learning skills
when they are out of school. As a result
they are much more likely to excel

while they are in school. In the past,
there have been attempts to bring
educational software to games consoles
and even handhelds, but we are
finding that most parents still prefer

their children to learn using a PC.”
While the recession has had a broad

impact on customer spending, Hives
remains confident that the back to
school period can still offer a boost to

sales: “The education market – like all
other markets – has been affected by
the economic downturn, but the
second half of the year looks more
promising. As retailers look to broaden
their PC offering, we’re optimistic
about both the back to school period
and the run-up to the fourth quarter
and the Christmas period.”

Although this is a good time for sales,
the wise retailer won’t just
wait for the customers to
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“Every child uses a computer at school and the
PC is still the most popular learning and revision

tool in the home.”
Grant Hughes, 

Focus Multimedia

[ ]LEARNING LADDER TRIPLE PACK
SRP: £14.99
Interactive Ideas

Learning Ladder has been developed for children aged 8-11 with the aid of
experienced teachers, and provides the essential literacy and numeracy skills to
help children excel in education. The software features one-to-one lessons,
practice activities and interactive exercises.

[ ]WORDS ROCK
SRP: £16.99
Koch

Covering key stage three literacy
skills, this software helps build word
power, spelling skills, grammar and
punctuation. Each player is one of a
bunch of street-smart ‘Freak
Seekers’ on the trail of the devious,
invisible, slippery ‘super slugs’ and
use tricks and gadgets to outsmart
the other ‘seekers.’

[ ]ULTIMATE MATHS INVADERS
SRP: £16.99
Koch

This multi-award winning title will
drill mathematics in to the heads
of any player, young or old. Aimed
primarily at users aged between 5-
15 and covering key stages one to
three, players will develop
automatic recall of essential
mathematics by quickly and
accurately repelling waves of
descending questions.

[ ]LETTS KEY STAGE 2 TRIPLE PACK
SRP:  £14.99
Interactive Ideas

KS2 Triple Pack contains national test-style practice papers and answers in
printable form to get children as close to their actual exam papers as possible.
Using colourful graphics and clear facts, the software has memory boosting quick
tests to check knowledge and understanding of key points. There are test round-
up exercises for each main topic area plus a final practice paper with national
test-style questions.

[ ]WORD SKILLS
SRP: £16.99
Koch

Covering the majority of outcomes
for the word skills sections of tests for
children aged 4-14, this software is
also fully correlated with the National
Strategy for Literacy. It contains more
than 3,000 individually crafted
questions and provides a huge and
diverse bank of activity types
including multiple choice, text input
and drag-and-drop.

[ ]VOLCANIC PANIC
SRP: £16.99
Koch

Volcanic Panic is all about learning,
practising and using number facts
in a problem-solving game
environment. Its comprehensive
game play draws pupils into
working and thinking
mathematically with confidence
and competence and the
impressive multi-player option
means the whole family can play,
each at their own maths level.


